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Abstract ID : 8

Modular and scalable RESTful API to sustain STAR
collaboration’s record keeping

Abstract
STAR collaboration’s record system is a collection of heterogeneous and sparse information
associated to each members and institutions. In its original incarnation, only flat information
were stored revealing many restrictions such as the lack of historical change information, the
inability to keep track of members leaving and re-joining or the ability to easily extend the
saved information as new requirements appear.
In mid-2013, a new project was launched covering for an extensive set of revisited requirements.
The requirements led us to a design based on a RESTful API, back-end storage engine
relying on key/value pair data representation model coupled with a tiered architecture design.
This design was motivated by the fact that unifying many STAR tools, relying on the same
business logic and storage engine, was a key and central feature for the maintainability
of records. This central service API would leave no ambiguities and provide easy service
integration between STAR tools.
The new design stores the changes in records dynamically and allows tracking the changes
chronologically. The storage engine is extensible as new field of information emerges (member
specific or general) without affecting the presentation or the business logic layers. The
new record system features a convenient administrative interface, fuzzy algorithms for data
entry and search and provides basic statistics and graphs. Finally, this modular approach
is supplemented with access control, allowing sensitive information and administrative
operations away from public users.
In this contribution, we will review the requirements, present our design and its benefits as
well as illustrate the power of the approach using practical examples for record keeping in a
large collaboration like STAR.
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Abstract ID : 20

Extending DIRAC File Management with
Erasure-Coding for efficient storage.

Abstract
The state of the art in Grid style data management is to achieve increased resilience of
data via multiple complete replicas of data files across multiple storage endpoints. While
this is effective, it is not the most space-efficient approach to resilience, especially when the
reliability of individual storage endpoints is sufficiently high that only a few will be inactive
at any point in time.
We extended the Dirac File Catalogue and file management interface to allow the placement
of erasure-coded files: each file distributed as N identically-sized chunks of data striped
across a vector of storage endpoints, encoded such that any M chunks can be lost and the
original file can be reconstructed.
The tools developed are transparent to the user, and, as well as allowing up and downloading
of data to Grid storage, also provide the possibility of parallelizing access across all of the
distributed chunks at once, improving data transfer and IO performance. We expect this
approach to be of most interest to smaller VOs, who have tighter bounds on the storage
available to them, but larger VOs may be interested as their total data increases during Run
2.
With this in mind, we tested the applicability of our tools to the NA62 analysis model, which
already expects data to be distributed across multiple Tier-2 sites.
We provide an analysis of the costs and benefits of the approach, along with future develop-
ment and implementation plans.
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Abstract ID : 22

Enabling Object Storage via shims for Grid
Middleware

Abstract
The Object Store model has quickly become the de-facto basis of most commercially successful
mass storage infrastructure, backing so-called “Cloud” storage such as Amazon S3, but also
underlying the implementation of most parallel distributed storage systems. Many of the
assumptions in object store design are similar, but not identical, to concepts in the design of
Grid Storage Elements, although the requirement for “POSIX-like” filesystem structures
on top of SEs makes the disjunction seem larger. As modern object stores provide many
features that most Grid SEs do not (block level striping, parallel access, automatic file repair,
etc), it is of interest to see how easily we can provide interfaces to typical object stores via
plugins and shims for Grid tools, and how well experiments can adapt their data models to
them.
We present the experience of developing plugins for the currently-popular ceph parallel
distributed filesystem, for GFAL2 and also other Grid file access and data management
tools.
Additionally, we present evaluation of, and first-deployment experiences with, (for example)
Xrootd-Ceph interfaces for direct object-store access, for ATLAS at RAL.
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Abstract ID : 23

Current Status of the Ceph Based Storage Systems
at the RACF

Abstract

Ceph based storage solutions are becoming increasingly popular within the HEP/NP com-
munity over the last few years. With the current status of the Ceph project, both its
object storage and block storage layers are production ready on a large scale, and even
the Ceph file system (CephFS) storage layer is rapidly getting to that state as well. This
contribution contains a thorough review of various functionality, performance, and stability
tests performed with all three (object storage, block storage and file system) levels of Ceph
by using the resources of the RHIC and ATLAS Computing Facility (RACF) at Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) in 2012-2014 on various hardware platforms (including HP
Moonshot) and with different networking solutions based on 10/40 Gbps Ethernet and
IPoIB/4X FDR Infiniband interconnect technology. We also report the current status of a 1
PB scale (by usable capacity, taking into account the internal data replication factor 3x)
Ceph based object storage system provided with Amazon S3 complaint RADOS Gateway
interfaces that was built for the RACF in 2013, as well as the first results on its performance
and the experience obtained while operating it in production over the last 8 months.
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Abstract ID : 65

Big Data Analytics as a Service Infrastructure:
Challenges, Desired Properties and Solutions

Abstract

CERN’s accelerator complex is an extreme data generator, every second an important amount
of comprehensively heterogeneous data coming from control equipment and monitoring
agents is persisted and needs to be analysed. Over the decades, CERN’s researching and
engineering teams have applied different approaches, techniques and technologies. This
situation has minimized the necessary collaboration and more relevantly the cross data
analytics over different domains. These two factors are essential to unlock hidden insights
and correlations between the underlying processes, which enable better and more efficient
daily-based accelerators operations and more informed decisions. The proposed Big Data
Analytics as a Service Infrastructure aims to: (1) Integrate the existing developments. (2)
Centralize and standardize the complex data analytics needs for the wide CERN research
and engineering community. (3) Deliver real time and batch data analytics capabilities and
(4) provide transparent access and extraction-transformation-load, ETL, mechanisms to
the different and critical-mission existing data repositories. This paper reflects the desired
properties resulting from the analysis on CERN’s data analytics requirements; the main
challenges: technological, collaborative and educational; and finally potential solutions and
lessons learned.
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Abstract ID : 67

Data Science for Improving CERN’s Accelerator
Complex Control Systems

Abstract

Data science is about unlocking valuable insights and obtaining deep knowledge out of
the data. Its application enables more efficient daily-based operations and more intelligent
decision-making processes. CERN has been very successful on developing custom data-
driven control and monitoring systems. Several millions of control devices: sensors, front-end
equipment, etc., make up these critical-mission services and have lead to a significant
investment in terms of data persistency. Exploiting CERN’s historical investment on data
and evolve the controls and monitoring infrastructures to intelligent, predictive and proactive
control and monitoring systems has become an essential task to overcome some the most
important challenges to be faced in the coming years. CERN’s Engineering, Beams and
Information Technology departments have documented this fact. This paper describes
how applied data science: classification, clustering, time series forecasting and information
discovery techniques, allows us to improve the efficiency of CERN’s control and monitoring
systems by performing efficient and intelligent predictive maintenance on control equipment,
detecting potential anomalies and spotting hidden root causes. Future developments and
applications are also discussed.
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Abstract ID : 69

COMPUTING STRATEGY OF THE AMS-02
EXPERIMENT

Abstract

The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) is a high energy physics experiment installed and
operating on board of the International Space Station (ISS) from May 2011 and expected
to last through Year 2024 and beyond. The computing strategy of the AMS experiment is
discussed in the paper, including software design, data processing and modelling details,
simulation of the detector performance and overall computing organization.
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Abstract ID : 75

Architectures and methodologies for future
deployment of multi-site Zettabyte-Exascale data

handling platforms

Abstract

Several scientific fields, including Astrophysics, Astroparticle Physics, Cosmology, Nuclear
and Particle Physics, and Research with Photons, are estimating that by the 2020 decade they
will require data handling systems with data volumes approaching the Zettabyte distributed
amongst as many as 1018 individually addressable data objects (Zettabyte-Exascale systems).
It may be convenient or necessary to deploy such systems using multiple physical sites.
This paper describes the findings of a working group composed of experts from several
large European scientific data centres on architectures and methodologies that should be
studied by building proof-of-concept systems, in order to prepare the way for building
reliable and economic Zettabyte-Exascale systems. Key ideas emerging from the study are:
the introduction of a global Storage Virtualization Layer which is logically separated from
the individual storage sites; the need for maximal simplification and automation in the
deployment of the physical sites; the need to present the user with an integrated view of
their custom metadata and technical metadata (such as the last time an object was accessed,
etc.); the need to apply modern efficient techniques to handle the large metadata volumes
(e.g. Petabytes) that will be involved; and the challenges generated by the very large rate of
technical metadata updates. It also addresses the challenges associated with the need to
preserve scientific data for many decades. The paper is presented in the spirit of sharing the
findings with both the user communities and data centre experts, in order to receive feedback
and generate interest in starting prototyping work on the Zettabyte-Exascale challenges.

Primary author(s) : DELFINO REZNICEK, Manuel (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
(ES))
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Abstract ID : 76

NoSQL technologies for the CMS Conditions
Database

Abstract
With the restart of the LHC in 2015, the growth of the CMS Conditions dataset will continue,
therefore the need of consistent and highly available access to the Conditions makes a great
cause to revisit different aspects of the current data storage solutions.
We present a study of alternative data storage backends for the Conditions Databases, by
evaluating some of the most popular NoSQL databases to support a key-value representation
of the CMS Conditions. An important detail about the Conditions that the payloads are
stored as BLOBs, and they can reach sizes that may require special treatment (splitting)
in these NoSQL databases. As big binary objects may be a bottleneck in several database
systems, and also to give an accurate baseline, a testing framework extension was implemented
to measure the characteristics of the handling of arbitrary binary data in these databases.
Based on the evaluation, prototypes of a document store, using a column-oriented and plain
key-value store, are deployed. An adaption layer to access the backends in the CMS Offline
software was developed to provide transparent support for these NoSQL databases in the
CMS context. Additional data modelling approaches and considerations in the software
layer, deployment and automatization of the databases are also covered in the research. In
this paper we present the results of the evaluation as well as a performance comparison of
the prototypes studied.
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Abstract ID : 77

The Application of DAQ-Middleware to the J-PARC
E16 Experiment

Abstract
1. Introduction
We developed a DAQ system of the J-PARC E16 Experiment by using the DAQ-Middleware.
We evaluated the DAQ system and confirmed that the DAQ system can be applied to the
experiment. The DAQ system receives an average 660MB/spill of data (2-seconds spill
per 6 seconds cycle). In order to receive such a large quantity of data, we need a network-
distributed system. DAQ-Middleware is a software framework of a network-distributed DAQ
system. Therefore, the framework is a useful tool for the DAQ system development. In our
talk, we are going to talk about useful features of DAQ-Middleware, an architecture and
DAQ performance of the J-PARC E16 Experiment DAQ system.
2. The J-PARC E16 Experiment
The aim of the J-PARC E16 Experiment is to measure mass spectra of vector mesons in
nucleus using electron pair decays with a huge statistics. For such purpose, a high intensity
proton beam is used and the interaction rate of the experiment becomes 1 × 1010. To cope
with such high intensity and the rate, we plan to use the Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM)
Tracker and strip read outs. Figure1 shows the estimation of data transfer to DAQ PCs.

Figure 1: Estimation of data transfer to DAQ PCs

3. DAQ-Middleware
DAQ-Middleware is a software framework of a network-distributed DAQ system. The
framework consists of some software components called DAQ-Components. The frame-
work provides the basic functionalities, such as communication between DAQ-Components,
transferring data, starting and stopping the DAQ system. DAQ-Components can be set on
separate computers.
4. DAQ system for the E16 Experiment
The DAQ system performs following functions.

• store all data on storage devices

• build and monitor event data from a part of all events

Figure2 shows architecture of an entire DAQ system.
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Figure 2: Architecture of an entire DAQ system

The DAQ system consists of two stages. 1st stage PCs read and store all data. The 2nd
stage PC builds and monitors event data from a part of all events.
Figure3 shows DAQ-Component architecture on one 1st stage PC.

Figure 3: 1st stage for the DAQ system

Blue boxes of the figure represent DAQ-Component. Gatherer reads data from one read-out
module. Merger receives data from multiple Gatherers and sends the data to Dispatcher.
Dispatcher sends data to Logger and Filter. Logger stores data on storage devices. Filter
sends data, which meet specific conditions, to a next DAQ-Component on the 2nd stage PC.
1st stage consists of multiple PCs which have these DAQ-Components.
Figure4 shows DAQ-Component architecture on one 2nd stage PC.

Figure 4: 2nd Stage for the DAQ system

Blue boxes of the figure represent DAQ-Component. Merger receives data from multiple
Filters on the 1st stage PC and sends the data to Eventbuilder. This Merger is the same
as one of the 1st stage PC. Eventbuilder builds event data from received data. Monitor
analysis and monitor the event data.
5. Evaluation for the DAQ System
Because we did not have enough PCs, we evaluated 1st stage and 2nd stage separately.

Figure 5: Specification of evaluation PC

5.1 1st stage evaluation
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Figure 6: The environment of 1st stage evaluation

We measured maximum throughput of one 1st stage PC. Figure6 shows the environment
of the evaluation. Because we did not have read-out modules, we used the emulators
instead of those. Data format of the emulators was the same as that of the read-out
modules. We installed DAQ-Components of the 1st stage to an evaluation PC. Figure5
shows the specification of the evaluation PC. We prepared the 2nd stage PC which is
installed Skeltonsink. Skeltonsink received data and is used only for 1st stage evaluation.
Each emulator sent test data to the evaluation PC at a maximum rate. As shown in Table
1, one event data size is 45KB per one read-out module and event rate is 2000Hz.

Figure 7: Evaluation result of 1st Stage PC

Figure7 shows the evaluation result. The points mean measured value, line means ideal
value. When the number of emulators was up to 7, measured value matched ideal value.
The result shows the evaluation PC can process up to 7 emulators, when read-out modules
send data at a maximum rate. One evaluation PC can process around 600MB/s of data at a
maximum. During this evaluation, we observed data loss size. There was no data loss when
the number of emulators was up to 7.
5.2 2nd stage evaluation

Figure 8: The environment of 2nd stage evaluation

We evaluated 2nd stage. Figure8 shows the environment of the evaluation. We installed
DAQ-Components of the 2nd stage on the evaluation PC. Figure5 shows specification of the
evaluation PC. We assumed that 50 read-out modules transferred 45kB/event of data and
event rate was 10 Hz after passing Filter. In this case, the 2nd PC received 22MB/s of data.
We confirmed that the evaluation PC was able to process 22MB/s of data losing no data.
This result shows the evaluation PC has an enough capability.
5. Conclusion
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The DAQ system of the J-PARC E16 Experiment consists of two stages. One evaluation PC
on 1st stage can process 600MB/s of data at a maximum. Average total data transfer Rate
to DAQ PCs is 330MB/s. Therefore, 1st stage can be developed by one PC or a few PCs.
2nd stage can be developed by one PC. Therefore, we were able to confirm the DAQ system
can be applied to the experiment by a few PCs.
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Abstract ID : 115

Studies of Big Data meta-data segmentation
between relational and non-relational databases

Abstract

In recent years the concepts of Big Data became well established in IT-technologies. Most
systems (for example Distributed Data Management or Workload Management systems)
produce metadata that describes actions performed on jobs, stored data or other entities
and its volume takes one to the realms of Big Data on many occasions. This metadata
can be used to obtain information about the current system state, the aggregation of data
for summary purposes and for statistical and trend analysis of the processes this system
drives. The latter requires metadata to be stored for a long period of time. On the example
of PanDA (Workload Management System for distributed production and analysis for the
ATLAS experiment at the LHC and astro-particle experiments AMS and LSST) it can be
seen that the growth rate of the volume of stored information has increased significantly
over the last few years: from 500k completed jobs per day in 2011 up to 2 million nowadays.
Database is the central component of the PanDA architecture. Currently RDBMS (Oracle
or MySQL) is used as the storage backend. To provide better performance and scalability
the data stored in relational storage is partitioned into actual (“live”) and archive (historical)
parts. But even in this scheme, as the “archived” data volume grows, the underlying software
and hardware stack encounters certain limits that negatively affect processing speed and the
possibilities of metadata analysis. We had investigated a new class of database technologies
commonly referred to as NoSQL databases. We suggest to use NoSQL solution for finalized,
reference portion of essentially read-only data to improve performance and scalability. We
had developed and implemented a heterogeneous storage which consists of both relational
and non-relational databases and provides an API for unified access to stored meta-data. We
present methods of partitioning the data between two database classes, methods for efficient
storage of NoSQL backend for archived data, including the analysis of different indexing
schemes based on the statistics of the most frequently used queries to the historical data. We
also present a comparison between different NoSQL databases to conclude their applicability
to our solution. Performance of “archived” data storage in the analytical tasks is shown in
the quantitative scalability and performance test results, including testing NoSQL storage
against Oracle RDBMS. This work is conducted as a part of the project to expand PanDA
beyond HEP and LHC experiments.
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Abstract ID : 122

CMS Experience with a World-Wide Data
Federation

Abstract

Over the past three years, the CMS Collaboration has developed the “Any Data, Anytime,
Anywhere” technology to make use of a global data federation that is based on the XrootD
protocol. The federation is now deployed across virtually all Tier-1 and Tier-2 sites in the
CMS distributed computing system. This data federation gives workflows greater flexibility
for location of execution, which has benefits at all scales of operation, from individual users
accessing specific collision event records to organized production processing. In preparation
for the coming LHC data run, CMS has been testing a number of applications of the data
federation at increasingly large scales. In this presentation, we will discuss the applications
in use and the results of the tests.
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Abstract ID : 156

The importance of having an appropriate relational
data segmentation in ATLAS

Abstract

In this paper we describe specific technical solutions put in place in various database
applications of the ATLAS experiment at LHC where we make use of several partitioning
techniques available in Oracle 11g. With the broadly used range partitioning and its option
of automatic interval partitioning we add our own logic in PLSQL procedures and scheduler
jobs to sustain data sliding windows in order to enforce various data retention policies. We
also make use of the new Oracle 11g reference partitioning in the Nightly Build System to
achieve uniform data segmentation. However the most challenging issue was to segment
the data of the new ATLAS Distributed Data Management system (Rucio), which resulted
in tens of thousands list type partitions and sub-partitions. Partition and sub-partition
management, index strategy, statistics gathering and queries execution plan stability are
important factors when choosing an appropriate physical model for the application data
management. The so-far accumulated knowledge and analysis on the new Oracle 12c version
features that could be beneficial will be shared with the audience.
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Abstract ID : 158

Understanding and optimizing ATLAS WAN data
flows

Abstract

As new ways of accessing and transferring data distributed over the grid emerge (XRootD-
based storage networks, dynamic http federations, etc.) and as the quantity of data grows,
a number of challenges are presented to both the application layer and the supporting
compute, network and storage infrastructures. Clearly network links between compute
and storage systems remain the leading discriminant for determining accessibility and
performance between client and server. A number of systems to probe the network and
aggregate information about transfers have been deployed to characterize bandwidth, latency
and overall throughput between sets of endpoints. We describe combining these and other
information sources into a time-dependent cost-of-data-access matrix. We will show how
this matrix, in combination with other performance indicators, is used to directly support
job brokering and data distribution decisions. Performance of the jobs accessing remote
data is compared to jobs locally accessing data. We characterize the trafic remote data
access generated, review models of the transfer prioritization, and their effects on resource
utilization.
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Abstract ID : 182

Implementation of the ATLAS Run 2 event data
model

Abstract

During the 2013-2014 shutdown of the Large Hadron Collider, ATLAS switched to a new
event data model for analysis, called the xAOD. A key feature of this model is the separation
of the object data from the objects themselves (the auxiliary store’). Rather being stored as
member variables of the analysis classes, all object data are stored separately, as vectors
of simple values. Thus, the data are stored in astructure of arrays’ format, while the user
still can access it as an ‘array of structures’. This organization allows for on-demand partial
reading of objects, the selective removal of object properties, and the addition of arbitrary
user-defined properties in a uniform manner. It also improves performance by increasing the
locality of memory references in typical analysis code. The resulting data structures can be
written to ROOT files with data properties represented as simple ROOT tree branches. This
talk will focus on the design and implementation of the auxiliary store and its interaction
with ROOT. Results on reconstruction and analysis performance will also be discussed.
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Seamless access to HTTP/WebDAV distributed
storage: the LHCb storage federation case study and

prototype

Abstract
In this contribution we describe the activities and the technical aspects that led to the
construction of a public prototype for LHCb file access that is built on HTTP and WebDAV,
supporting file access for distributed computing data management and data processing
activities as well as seamless interactive access via web browsers.
The LHCb replica naming scheme provides characteristics that makes it an excellent candidate
for evaluating the kind of interaction that an HTTP deployment can give on top of an
existing, already running computing model. Deploying HTTP access in the context of LHCb
gives the possibility of accessing all 19 individual experiment storage areas, with 5 different
disk-only and tape storage technologies deployed, using web tools like browsers, curl, wget
and the Davix client.
These options allow a wide range of applications frameworks such as ROOT to access
data, using techniques that may range from simple, single file transfers to vectored reads.
Coordinating the deployment of WebDAV access in the sites has been one of the main efforts,
and is still ongoing.
Given the very high level of coherency of the LHCb site namespaces, the quick pace at which
sites joined the effort, and the desire to quickly setup an ambitious prototype, we decided
to use the already existing storage federation testbed that is run at DESY, by configuring
it with the HTTP/WebDAV endpoints of the LHCb storage elements as they joined the
exercise. We obtained a Dynamic Federations instance that is already covering a good part
of the LHCb data namespace. The front-end shows an unified repository that is composed
by the content of all the sites that it aggregates. The aggregation is performed on the fly,
by distributing quick WebDAV queries towards the endpoints and scheduling, aggregating
and caching the responses. We will further show how the HTTP protocol access will be
incorporated into the LHCb/DIRAC distributed computing tool and can be beneficial for
individual end users.
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Abstract ID : 197

Comprehensive Monitoring for Heterogeneous
Geographically Distributed Storage.

Abstract

Storage capacity at CMS Tier-1 and Tier-2 sites reached over 100 Petabytes in 2014, and
will be substantially increased during Run 2 data taking. The allocation of storage for
the individual users analysis data, which is not accounted as a centrally managed storage
space, will be increased to up to 40%. For comprehensive tracking and monitoring of the
storage utilization across all participating sites, CMS developed a Space Monitoring system,
which provides a central view of the geographically dispersed heterogeneous storage systems.
The first prototype has been deployed at the pilot sites in summer 2014, and has been
substantially reworked since then. In this presentation we discuss the functionality and our
experience of system deployment and operation on the full CMS scale.
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Abstract ID : 205

The ATLAS Data Management system - Rucio:
commissioning, migration and operational

experiences

Abstract

For more than 8 years, the Distributed Data Management (DDM) system of ATLAS called
DQ2 has been able to demonstrate very large scale data management capabilities with more
than 600M files, 160 petabytes spread worldwide across 130 sites, and accesses from 1,000
active users. However, the system does not scale for LHC run2 and a new DDM system
called Rucio has been developed to be DQ2’s successor. Rucio is based on different concepts
and has new functionalities not provided by DQ2 which make the migration from the old
to the new system a big challenge. The main issues are the large amount of data to move
between the two systems, the number of users affected by the change, and the fact that the
ATLAS Distributing Computing system, on the contrary to the sub-detectors, must stay
continuously up and running during the LHC long shutdown to ensure the continuity of
analysis and Monte-Carlo production. We will detail here the difficulties of this transition
and will present the steps that were realized to ensure a smooth and transparent transition
from DQ2 to Rucio. We will also discuss the new features and gains from the Rucio system.
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Abstract ID : 207

Resource control in ATLAS distributed data
management: Rucio Accounting and Quotas

Abstract

The ATLAS Distributed Data Management system stores more than 160PB of physics
data across more than 130 sites globally. Rucio, the next-generation data management
system of ATLAS has been introduced to cope with the anticipated workload of the coming
decade. The previous data management system DQ2 pursued a rather simplistic approach
for resource management, but with the increased data volume and more dynamic handling
of data workflows required by the experiment, a more elaborate approach to this issue
is needed. This document describes how resources, like storage, accounts and replication
requests, are accounted in Rucio. Especially the measurement of used logical storage space is
fundamentally different in Rucio than it’s predecessor DQ2. We introduce a new concept of
declaring quota policies (limits) for accounts in Rucio. This new quota concept is based on
accounts and RSE (Rucio storage element) expressions, which allows the definition of account
limits in a dynamic way. This concept enables the operators of the data management system
to establish very specific limits in which users, physics groups and production systems use
the distributed data management system while, at the same time, lowering the operational
burden. This contribution describes the architecture behind those components, the interfaces
to other internal and external components and will show the benefits made by this system.
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Abstract ID : 223

A study on dynamic data placement for the ATLAS
Distributed Data Management system

Abstract

This contribution presents a study on the applicability and usefulness of dynamic data
placement methods for data-intensive systems, such as ATLAS distributed data management
(DDM). In this system the jobs are sent to the data, therefore having a good distribution
of data is significant. Ways of forecasting workload patterns are examined which then are
used to redistribute data to achieve a better overall utilisation of computing resources and
to reduce waiting time for jobs before they can run on the grid. This method is based on a
tracer infrastructure that is able to monitor and store historical data accesses and which
is used to create popularity reports. These reports provide detailed summaries about data
accesses in the past, including information about the accessed files, the involved users and the
sites. From this past data it is possible to then make near-term forecasts for data popularity
in the future. This study evaluates simple prediction methods as well as more complex
methods like neural networks. Based on the outcome of the predictions a redistribution
algorithm deletes unused replicas and adds new replicas for potentially popular datasets.
Finally, a grid simulator is used to examine the effects of the redistribution. The simulator
replays workload on different data distributions while measuring the job waiting time and
site usage. The study examines how the average waiting time is affected by the amount of
data that is moved, how it differs for the various forecasting methods and how that compares
to the optimal data distribution.
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Abstract ID : 228

Data preservation for the HERA Experiments @
DESY using dCache technology

Abstract

We report on the status of the data preservation project at DESY for the HERA experiments
and present the latest design of the storage which is a central element for bit-preservation.
The HEP experiments based at the HERA acceleerator at DESY collected large and unique
datasets during the period 1992 to 2007. In addition, corresponding Monte Carlo simulation
datasets were produced, which are significantly larger by volume and still being added to as
the final analyses are completed. As part of the ongoing DPHEP data preservation efforts
at DESY, these data sets must be transferred into storage systems that guarantee a reliable
long term access. At the same time, given that the experiments are still active, easy access
to the data must be guaranteed for the coming years. The long term storage system is
two-fold: an archive part where the data exists on two tape copies and an online part where
the full dataset can be kept available and allows easy access to all HERA data. The archive
and online parts are physically separate. The demanding aspect of this data is not only the
size of about 1PB but also the large number (about 4 million) of files and the broad range
of file sizes from a few KB to a few hundred of GB. To achieve a high level of reliability, we
use the dCache distributed storage solution and make use of its replication capabilities and
tape interfaces. We describe the dCache installation with tape backend that is used as mass
storage together with an newly introduced small files service that allows for the automatic
creation of tape friendly container files, containing many single (small) files. From the user’s
point of view, this is done in a fully transparent way in terms of creation and access to the
data.
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Abstract ID : 231

The Performance of SSDs for Handling CEPH
Journals

Abstract
CEPH is becoming increasingly popular as a storage infrastructure for use within the grid. It
has the advantages of high levels of both redundancy and resilience; the promise of massive
scalability and performance; and will simplify routine tasks for site administrators. Journals
are used in CEPH to provide improved performance and transaction consistency on write
operations. The CEPH community recommend the use of SSDs for journals to improve write
performance over traditional spinning disk.
STFC has been developing a CEPH infrastructure for the RAL Tier1 for some time with
plans to deploy a production system in 2015. As part of this process it has been necessary
to determine the optimum hardware configuration within budgetary constraints. In order
to do this we have undertaken a benchmarking campaign including comparisons between
storing journals on the same disks as the OSDs and on a single SSD. Since most sites within
WLCG work on a tight budget, the additional cost of SSDs must be balanced against any
performance gain. Any performance gain will increase the efficiency of the processing farm;
a key metric which all sites are measured against.
In this presentation we compare the performance obtained under a variety of conditions
with and without journals on SSDs.
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Abstract ID : 234

dCache, evolution by tackling new challenges.

Abstract
With the great success of the dCache Storage Technology in the framework of the World
Wide LHC Computing Grid, an increasing number of non HEP communities were attracted
to use dCache for their data management infrastructure. As a natural consequence, the
dCache team was presented with new use-cases that stimulated the development of interesting
dCache features.
Perhaps the most important group of new features is the enhanced media awareness. One
aspect is the optimized migration of data between random access devices and tertiary storage,
e.g. tape systems. Transparently for the user, dCache combines small files into containers
before being copied to tape. Another aspect of this media awareness work is dCache’s
activity in making more efficient use of SSDs to boost high speed writing and chaotic reading:
depending on access profile or protocol, data is placed on the most appropriate media types.
A second hot topic, often requested by scientific communities, is Cloud Storage. By marrying
the OwnCloud software with dCache, a unique hybrid system becomes available that provides
both the simplicity of a sync-n-share service and dCache’s many unique data management
features. Beyond simple sync-n-share, users also demand control over the quality of service
dCache offers. To support this, dCache is implementing the CDMI standard. With CDMI,
dCache can present new functionality in a standard fashion; e.g. storing and querying
metadata, triggering media migration or treating dCache as an object store.
As the X509 certificate infrastructure proved unpopular outside of HEP sciences, dCache
will support alternative methods of authenticating, like SAML and OpenID Connect. Such
support allows sites running dCache to join identity federations as part of international
collaborations.
The dCache team will describe its ongoing activities and present its future development road
map.
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Abstract ID : 255

New adventures in storage: cloud storage and CDMI

Abstract
Traditionally storage systems have had well understood responsibilities and behaviour,
codified by the POSIX standards. More sophisticated systems (such as dCache) support
additional functionality, such as storing data on media with different latencies (SSDs, HDDs,
tapes). From a user’s perspective, this forms a relatively simple adjunct to POSIX: providing
optional quality-of-service values when writing data and optionally requesting data be staged
from tape ahead of use.
The CDMI protocol provides a standard mechanism for clients to discover and use many
advanced features. Such features include storing and querying metadata, searching for files
matching metadata predicates, controlling a file’s quality-of-service and retention policies,
providing an object store and alternative protocol discovery.
A CDMI enabled storage has the potential for greatly simplifying a more general service as
some high-level functionality can be delegated to the storage system. This reduces and may
remove the need to run additional services, which makes it easier for sites to support their
users.
By implementing the CDMI standard, dCache can expose new features in a standards
compliant fashion. Here, various scenarios are presented where CDMI provides an advantage
and the road-map for CDMI support in dCache is explored.
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Deep Storage for Big Scientific Data

Abstract

Brookhaven National Lab (BNL)’s RHIC and Atlas Computing Facility (RACF), is sup-
porting science experiments such as RHIC as its Tier-0 center and the U.S. ATLAS/LHC
as a Tier-1 center. Scientific data is still growing exponentially after each upgrade. The
RACF currently manages over 50 petabytes of data on robotic tape libraries, and we expect
a 50% increase in data next year. Not only do we have to address the issue of efficiently
archiving high bandwidth data to our tapes, but we also have to face the problem of ran-
domly restoring files from tapes. In addition, we have to manage tape resource usage and
technology migration, which is moving data from low-capacity media to newer, high-capacity
tape media, in order to free space within a tape library. BNL’s mass storage system is
managed by a software called IBM HPSS. To restore files from HPSS, we have developed
a file retrieval scheduling software, called TSX. TSX provides dynamic HPSS resource
management, schedules jobs efficiently, and enhances visibility of real-time staging activities
and advanced error handling to maximize the tape staging performance.
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Abstract ID : 261

Tier-1 in Kurchatov Institute: status before Run-2
and HPC integration

Abstract
We present the status of RRC-KI-T1, new Russian Tier-1 that supports ALICE, ATLAS
and LHCb. Our aim is to enter the full production mode just before the beginning of
Run-2 and we will talk about our current setup, deployed services and middleware, workflow,
achievements and problems on the route of bringing yet another Tier-1 for WLCG.
Another facet of our current activity is making the parts of the processing resources at our
HPC facilities to be available for Grid on-demand usage. This requires us to adopt our HPC
environment to be able to process Grid jobs, to use the storage at our Tier-1 as the native
storage element and to adopt site-level services for interoperability with HPC parts. We
also collaborate with Kurchatov Institute BigData laboratory that adopts PanDA workload
management system for HPC environments in the context of ATLAS and ALICE workloads,
the task that also requires major tweaks of HPC worker nodes to incorporate them into
PanDA and WLCG environments. We will present our hardware and software architecture
that powers such integration and results of test for its real-world usage.
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dCache, enabling tape systems to handle small files
efficiently.

Abstract
Increasingly, sites are using dCache to support communities that have different requirements
from WLCG; as an example, DESY facilities and services now support photon sciences and
biology groups. This presents new use-cases for dCache. Of particular interest is the chaotic
file size distribution with a peak towards small files. This is problematic because tertiary
storage systems, and tape in particular, are optimized for storing large files. Direct storing
of the users files results in unacceptably poor performance.
As dCache bridges the filesystem view with the underlying storage and manages transitions
between media, it is the natural place to solve the poor performance from storing small files
on tape. We achieved this by introducing a new service that reconciles user demand against
tape behavior.
The service is transparent to the users and packs files into containers (currently zip files)
based on configurable policies. These containers are written directly into the same dCache,
which then stores them on tape. Both the small files and the containers file then benefit
from dCache features, such as caching and load-balancing. No additional storage is necessary
and the service itself scales by running multiple instances within the same dCache, sharing
the load.
We describe the design, report on DESY’s experience of running the service over the past
six months, and detail the future plans for making it generally available.
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dCache, Sync-and-Share for Big Data

Abstract
The availability of cheap, easy-to-use sync-and-share cloud services has split the scientific
storage world into the traditional big data management systems and the very attractive
sync-and-share services. With the former, the location of data is well understood while the
latter is mostly operated in the Cloud, resulting in a rather complex legal situation.
Beside legal issues, those two worlds have little overlap in user authentication and access
protocols. While traditional storage technologies, popular in HEP, are based on X509,
cloud services and sync-n-share software technologies are generally based on user/password
authentication or mechanisms like SAML or Open ID Connect. Similarly, data access models
offered by both are somewhat different, with sync-n-share services often using proprietary
protocols.
As both approaches are very attractive, dCache.org developed a hybrid system, providing
the best of both worlds. To avoid reinvent the wheel, dCache.org decided to embed another
Open Source project: OwnCloud. This offers the required modern access capabilities but
does not support the managed data functionality needed for large capacity data storage.
With this hybrid system, scientist can share files and synchronize their data with laptops or
mobile devices as easy as with any other cloud storage service. On top of this, the same
data can be accessed via established mechanisms, like GridFTP to serve the Globus Transfer
Service or the WLCG FTS3 tool, or the data can be made available to worker nodes or HPC
applications via a mounted filesystem. As dCache provides a flexible authentication module,
the same user can access its storage via different authentication mechanisms; e.g., X.509
and SAML. Additionally, users can specify the desired quality of service or trigger media
transitions as necessary, so tuning data access latency to the planned access profile. Such
features are a natural consequence of using dCache.
We will describe the design of the hybrid dCache/OwnCloud system, report on several
months of operations experience running it at DESY, and elucidate on the future road-map.
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Ceph-based storage services for Run2 and beyond

Abstract
In 2013, CERN IT evaluated then deployed a petabyte-scale Ceph cluster to support
OpenStack use-cases in production. As of fall 2014, this cluster stores around 300 TB of
data comprising more than a thousand VM images and a similar number of block device
volumes. With more than a year of smooth operations, we will present our experience and
tuning best-practices.
Beyond the cloud storage use-cases, we have been exploring Ceph-based services to satisfy
the growing storage requirements during and after Run2. First, we have developed a Ceph
back-end for CASTOR, allowing this service to deploy thin disk server nodes which act
as gateways to Ceph; this feature marries the strong data archival and cataloging features
of CASTOR with the resilient and performant Ceph subsystem for disk. Second, we have
developed RADOSFS, a lightweight storage API which builds a POSIX-like filesystem on
top of the Ceph object layer. When combined with Xrootd, RADOSFS can offer a scalable
object interface compatible with our HEP data processing applications. Lastly the same
object layer is being used to build a scalable and inexpensive NFS service for several user
communities.
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USER AND GROUP STORAGE MANAGEMENT
AT THE CMS CERN T2 CENTRE

Abstract
A wide range of detector commissioning, calibration and data analysis tasks is carried out
by members of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) collaboration using dedicated storage
resources available at the CMS CERN Tier-2 centre.
Relying on the functionalities of the EOS disk-only storage technology, the optimal exploita-
tion of the CMS user/group resources has required the introduction of policies for data
access management, data protection, cleanup campaigns based on access pattern, and long
term tape archival.
The resource management has been organised around the definition of working groups and
the delegation to an identified responsible of each group composition.
In this poster contribution we illustrate the user/group storage management, and the
development and operational experience at the CMS CERN Tier-2 centre in the 2012-2015
period.
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Integrating CEPH in EOS

Abstract
The EOS storage software was designed to cover CERN disk-only storage use cases in
the medium-term trading scalability against latency. To cover and prepare for long-term
requirements the CERN IT data and storage services group (DSS) is actively conducting
R&D and open source contributions to experiment with a next generation storage software
based on CEPH.
CEPH provides a scale-out object storage system (RADOS) and additionally various optional
high-level services like S3 gateway, RADOS block devices and a POSIX compliant file system
(CephFS). The acquisition of CEPH by Redhat underlines the promising role of CEPH as
the open source storage platform of the future.
CERN IT is running a CEPH service in the context of OpenStack on a moderate scale of
1 PB replicated storage. Building a 100+PB storage system based on CEPH will require
software and hardware tuning. It is of capital importance to demonstrate the feasibility and
possibly iron out bottlenecks and blocking issues beforehand.
Main idea behind this R&D is to leverage and contribute to existing building blocks in the
CEPH storage stack and implement a few CERN specific requirements in a thin customizable
storage layer.
The presentation will introduce various open source developments & contributions, their
applicability and first performance figures of a next generation storage platform aka EOS
Diamond:

• radosFS - a RADOS based client API providing a scale-out meta data catalog and
pseudo-hierarchical storage view with optimized(POSIX-light) directory and file access,
parallel meta data queries, modification time propagation, file striping ...

• Erasure Codes - local reconstruction and reed solomon codes for storage cost reduction
and improved reliability

• a multi-protocol CEPH Overlay Service based on the XRootD framework providing
data localization, multi-user policies, strong authentication, WebDAV/XRootD access
...

• a read-write Federated Storage Cloud platform based on storage virtualization and
infrastructure aware scheduling
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LHCb EventIndex

Abstract
The LHCb experiment routinely generates up to 10ˆ10 events per year. Organizing such an
amount of data in a convenient manner for interactive analysis is non-trivial. It becomes even
more complicated as every event undergoes several versions of reconstructions, and users
have to be able to navigate through many different versions of the same event. This paper
presents the LHCb EventIndex: an event search system designed for organizing LHCb events.
Its primary goal is to allow a fast selection of subsets of events fulfilling a combination of
high-level conditions, such as which trigger has fired, or how many muons were found in the
event.
The system is designed with scalability and extensibility in mind. We describe the part
of the system that deals with Grid scanning, event storage and user interface. Events are
stored by modern open-source NoSQL solutions, with row keys being organized so that
certain searches can be run with only a partial table scan. Such embarrassingly parallel
organization makes search time upper bound equal to a full scan of a regional server, a
constant independent of the total amount of data stored. User interaction is handled by a
master-slave python middleware.
We demonstrate the scalability of the system by performance evaluation on the real LHCb
datasets. This system is also being evaluated by the LHC ATLAS experiment.
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Disk storage management for LHCb based on Data
Popularity estimator

Abstract
The amount of data produced by the LHCb experiment every year consists of several
petabytes. This data is kept on disk and tape storage systems. Disks are much faster than
tapes, but are way more expensive and hence disk space is limited. It is impossible to fit
the whole data taken during the experiment’s lifetime on disk, but fortunately fast access
to datasets are no longer needed after the analysis requiring them are over. So it is highly
important to identify which datasets should be kept on disk and which ones should be kept
as archives on tape. The metrics to be used for deprecating datasets’ caching is based on
the “popularity” of this dataset, i.e. whether it is likely to be used in the future or not. We
discuss here the approach and the studies carried out for optimizing such a Data Popularity
estimator.
Input information to the estimator are the dataset usage history and metadata (size, type,
configuration etc). The system is designed to select the datasets which may be used in the
future and thus should remain on disk. Studies have therefore been performed on how to
optimize the usage of dataset information from the past for predicting its future popularity.
In particular, we have carried out a detailed comparison of various time series analysis,
machine learning classifier, clustering and regression algorithms. We demonstrate that our
approach is capable of improving significantly the disk usage efficiency.
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BESIII Physics Data Storing and Processing on
HBase and MapReduce

Abstract

In the past years, we have successfully applied Hadoop to high-energy physics analysis.
Although, we have not only improved the efficiency of data analysis, but also reduced the cost
of cluster building so far, there are still some spaces to be optimized, like static pre-selection,
low-efficient random data reading and I/O bottleneck caused by Fuse which is used to access
HDFS. In order to change this situation, this paper presents a new analysis platform for
high-energy physics data storing and analyzing. The data structure is changed from DST
tree-like files to HBase according to the features of the data itself and analysis processes,
since HBase is more suitable for processing random data reading than DST files and enable
HDFS to be accessed directly. A few of optimization measures are taken for the purpose
of getting a good performance and as well as a customized protocol is defined for data
serializing and desterilizing for the sake of decreasing the storage space in HBase. In order
to make full use of locality of data storing in HBase, utilizing a new MapReduce model and
a new split policy for HBase regions are proposed in the paper. In addition, we establish a
dynamic pluggable easy-to-use tag (event metadata) based pre-selection subsystem. It can
assist physicists even to filter out 999%� uninterested data, if the conditions are set properly.
This means that a lot of I/O resources can be saved, the CPU usage can be improved and
consuming time for data analysis can be reduced. Finally, several use cases are designed, the
test results show that the new platform has an excellent performance with 3.5 times faster
with pre-selection and 20% faster without pre-selection, and the new platform is stable and
scalable as well.
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Directory Search Performance Optimization of
AMGA for the Belle II Experiment

Abstract
AMGA (ARDA Metadata Grid Application) is a grid metadata catalog system that has
been developed as a component of the EU FP7 EMI consortium based on the requirements
of the HEP (High-Energy Physics) and the Biomed user communities. Currently, AMGA is
exploited to manage the metadata in the gBasf2 framework at the Belle II which is one of
the largest particle physics experiments in the world.
In this paper, we present our efforts to optimize the metadata query performance of AMGA
to better support the massive MC Campaign of the Belle II experiment. While AMGA
has been proved to show very competitive performance for a relatively small amount of
data, as the number of directories created and the size of overall metadata increase (e.g.
hundreds of thousands of directories) during the MC Campaign, it suffers from severe query
processing performance degradations. To address this problem, we modified the query search
mechanism and the database scheme of AMGA which results in dramatic improvements of
metadata search performance and query response time.
Throughout our comparative performance analysis of metadata search operations, we show
that AMGA can be an optimal solution for a metadata catalog in a large-scale scientific
experimental framework.
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An integrated solution for remote data access

Abstract

Data management constitutes one of the major challenges that a geographically-distributed
data centre has to face, especially when remote data access is involved. We discuss an
integrated solution which enables transparent and efficient access to online and nearline data
through high latency networks. This is based on the joint use of the General Parallel File
System (GPFS) and of the Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM). Both products, developed by
IBM, are well known and extensively used in the HEP computing world. Owing to a new
feature introduced in GPFS 3.5, so-called Active File Management (AFM), the definition
of a single, geographically-distributed namespace, characterised by automated data flow
management between different locations, becomes possible. As a practical example, we
present the implementation of AFM-based remote data access between two data centres
located in Bologna and Rome, demonstrating the validity of the solution for the use case of
the AMS experiment.
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Disk storage at CERN

Abstract
CERN IT DSS operates the main storage resources for data taking and physics analysis
mainly via three system: AFS, CASTOR and EOS. The total usable space available for
users is about 100 PB (with relative ratios 1:20:120). EOS deploys disk resources across
the two CERN computer centres (Meyrin and Wigner) with a current ratio 60% to 40%.
IT DSS is also providing sizable on-demand resources for general IT services most notably
OpenStack and NFS clients. This is provided by our Ceph infrastructure and a few of
proprietary servers (NetApp) for a total capacity of ˜1 PB.
We will describe our operational experience and recent changes to these systems with special
emphasis to the following items:

• Present usages for LHC data taking (new roles of CASTOR and EOS)

• Convergence to commodity hardware (nodes with 200-TB each with optional SSD)
shared across all services

• Detailed study of the failure modes in the different services and approaches (RAID,
RAIN, ZFS vs XFS, etc...)

• Disaster recovery strategies (across the two CERN computer centres)

• Experience in coupling commodity and home-grown solution (e.g. Ceph disk pools for
AFS, CASTOR and NFS)

• Future evolution of these systems in the WLCG realm and beyond
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Cernbox + EOS: End-user Storage for Science

Abstract
Cernbox is a cloud synchronisation service for end-users: it allows to sync and share files on
all major mobile and desktop platforms (Linux, Windows, MacOSX, Android, iOS) aiming
to provide offline availability to any data stored in the CERN EOS infrastructure.
The successful beta phase of the service confirmed the high demand in the community for
such easily accessible cloud storage solution. Integration of the Cernbox service with the
EOS storage back-end is the next step towards providing sync and share capabilities for
scientific and engineering use-cases.
In this report we will present lessons learnt offering the Cernbox service, key technical aspects
of Cernbox/EOS integration and new, emerging usage possibilities. The latter include the
ongoing integration of sync and share capabilities with the LHC data analysis tools and
transfer services.
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Using HPC for data-intensive HEP workflows

Abstract
The data requirements of LHC experiments are set to grow beyond their expected resource
allocation. Meanwhile ‘Big Data’ is no longer the preserve of High Energy Physics, with
various communities also requiring and deploying significant resource to meet their needs.
There has been substantial activity in the HEP community to make opportunistic use of
compute resource including large-scale HPC resources, but this has largely avoided tackling
data-intensive workloads or opportunistic storage resource. At the same time, there have
been considerable recent developments on the data and storage side of HEP, which allow for
more flexible use of varied storage resources, and in distributed data access mechanisms to
allow seamless access and management of data regardless of actual location. HPC resources
can have additional constraints in making use of this however including restricted network
access and limited storage capacity on compute nodes, making use instead of a shared
file-system and gateway servers for access to off-site data.
We develop a lightweight data management approach that exploits HEP data federation
developments within HPC constraints, to allow for flexible, and dynamic, utilisation by
different communities of diverse storage and data resources. This is demonstrated with
production HEP workloads, such as those for the ATLAS experiment, run on a range of
compute resources accessing data from diverse locations. This includes HPC resources
at Archer, the UK national supercomputer, as well as commercial cloud and WLCG grid
resources accessing data stored on the Research Data Facility (a national, shared, multi-
petabyte data store) as well as commercial cloud storage and WLCG storage resources.
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Exploiting CMS data popularity to model the
evolution of data management for Run-2 and beyond

Abstract
During the LHC Run-1 data taking, all experiments collected large data volumes from
proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions. The collisions data, together with massive volumes
of simulated data, were replicated in multiple copies, transferred among various Tier levels,
transformed/slimmed in format/content. These data were then accessed (both locally and
remotely) by large groups of distributed analysis communities exploiting the WorldWide
LHC Computing Grid infrastructure and services. While efficient data placement strategies
- together with optimal data redistribution and deletions on demand - have become the
core of static versus dynamic data management projects, little effort has so far been
invested in understanding the detailed data-access patterns which surfaced in Run-1. These
patterns, if understood, can be used as input to simulation of computing models at the
LHC, to optimise existing systems by tuning their behaviour, and to explore next-generation
CPU/storage/network co-scheduling solutions. This is of great importance, given that the
scale of the computing problem will increase far faster than the resources available to the
experiments, for Run-2 and beyond.
Studying data-access patterns involves the validation of the quality of the monitoring data
collected on the “popularity” of each dataset, the analysis of the frequency and pattern of
accesses to different datasets by analysis end-users, the exploration of different views of the
popularity data (by physics activity, by region, by data type), the study of the evolution of
Run-1 data exploitation over time, the evaluation of the impact of different data placement
and distribution choices on the available network and storage resources and their impact on
the computing operations.
This work presents some insights from studies on the popularity data from the CMS
experiment. We present the properties of a range of physics analysis activities as seen by
the data popularity, and make recommendations for how to tune the initial distribution of
data in anticipation of how it will be used in Run-2 and beyond.
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Filesize distribution of WLCG data at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory Tier1

Abstract
The Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) operates the UK WLCG Tier1 facility on
behalf of GridPP. Tier 1’s provide persistent archival storage (on tape at RAL) and online
storage for fast access data analysis. RAL is one of the few Tier-1s which supports data
management for all the major LHC experiments, as well as a number of smaller Virtual
Organisations. This allows us to compare usage of the infrastructure across many different
experiments and use cases.
In this post, we look at the distribution of file sizes between VOs and across different storage
work flows within the same VO. We also report on how this distribution impacts standard
operational procedures such as tape usage and decommissioning of storage nodes.
Further, we also show how a hypothetical change on data storage policy of log files would
change the profile of filesize distribution of a significant subset of data currently being
stored at RAL and how this change would impact operations to the advantage of the user
communities.
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Analysis Traceability and Provenance for HEP

Abstract
In complex data analyses it is increasingly important to capture information about the usage
of data sets in addition to their preservation over time in order to ensure reproducibility
of results, to verify the work of others and to ensure appropriate conditions data have
been used for specific analyses. This so-called provenance data in the computer science
world is defined as the history or derivation of a data (or process) artifact. Many scientific
workflow based studies are beginning to realise the benefit of capturing the provenance
of their data and the activities used to process, transform and carry out studies on that
data. This is especially true in scientific disciplines where the collection of data through
experiment is costly and/or difficult to reproduce and where that data needs to be preserved
over time. With the increase in importance of provenance data many different models have
emerged to capture provenance such as PROV or the OPM models. However, these are
more for interoperability of provenance information and do not focus on the capture of
provenance related data. There is a clear and emerging requirement for systems to handle
the provenance of data over extended timescales with a emphasis on preserving the analysis
procedures themselves and the environment in which the analyses were conducted alongside
the processed data sets.
A provenance data system that has been built in house at CERN since early 2000 is called
CRISTAL. CRISTAL was used to capture the provenance resulting from the design and
construction of the CMS ECAL detector over the period 2002-2010. The CRISTAL Kernel
(V3.0) has now been launched as open source under the LGPL (V3) licencing scheme and it
is available for use by the wider communities including teams involved in the offline analysis
of physics data, whether at CMS or other experiments. In addition, in the EC funded
neuGRID and N4U projects the original developers have been using CRISTAL to capture
the provenance of analyses for neuroscientists running complex pipelines of algorithms in
the study of biomarkers for the onset of Alzheimer’s disease. In this paper this application
is presented with a focus on how its approach can be customised for use in the high energy
physics data analysis community at large. The main focus of this is a set of analysis tools
(persistency, browsing/querying, visualising and analysis tracking services) which together
with a generic analysis model backend can be used to capture the information required to
support complex analyses. The Analysis Tools comprise the following interfaces :

• The Analysis Web Serivce – Which is for advanced users, these users are able to
programmatically create analyses on the fly.

• The Analysis Command-line Interface – This is for users that are intermedi-
ate/advanced. It allows users to create analysis using a shell like interface.

• The Analysis Web Portlet Interface – This is for novice users, it is a visual
interface which is portlet based and allows users to browse datasets and pipelines. It
also allows users to create and deploy their analyses in a visual manner.

• The Analysis Core – These are a core set of objects used by the above interfaces.
These objects connect directly to a customised analysis aware CRISTAL instance
which is provenance aware.

During the provenance capture phase the Analysis tools are able to capture :

• who ran an analysis, this is a user name,

• for what purpose, what their analysis is supposed to achieve,
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• when they ran it this is a timestamp which denotes when it started and when it
finished,

• where it was run this is GRID and Cloud related information,

• which datasets and algorithms were used to create and run their analyses,

• how it was executed, this more detailed infrastructure information

• and lastly why the analysis was run, this is a justification from the user.

Also in this paper, we present the case for using the Analysis Services developed using
CRISTAL as an avenue for long timescale data preservation. The tools are able to store
the provenance metadata surrounding the analyses in a human readable form (XML). This
is a light-weight and queryable manner of storing provenance as well as analysis results.
In CRISTAL everything is recorded and nothing is thrown away. So another user would
be able to replicate the experiment at a later date and time. Besides reproducibility of
experiments, users can also share their experiments with other users using the provenance
related information.
The analysis tools run currently in a GRID and a Cloud infrastructure. As well as collecting
analysis provenance information, they are able to provenance of the infrastructure. There is
strong novelty in this work which facilitates allows more precise reproducibility of experiments.
This information is known as infrastructure provenance. It is currently being collected in
the course of the N4U project. This infrastructure provenance can also be applied to HEP
to aid in the reproducibility of results. For example, if performance is a factor it can be sent
to the same compute node.
Concerning the future of the analysis tools there is currently an emerging standard known
as PROV which is used for provenance interoperability. In the near future, the analysis
provenance information that we have collected with be exported to PROV. This work has
already begun, we are looking for mapping patterns to aid in our cause. The reasoning for
this is so that people can study and use provenance information in a standard and commonly
understood format. This will also allow users to publish the provenance generated from
their analyses onto the ever growing linked data cloud as well.
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Abstract ID : 390

A flexible and modular data format ROOT-based
implementation for HEP

Abstract

A flexible and modular data format implementation for HEP applications is presented.
Designed to face HEP data issues, the implementation is based on the CERN ROOT
toolkit. The design is aimed to create a data format as much as possible modular and easily
upgradable and extendable. Event informations are split into different files, that may contain
different parts of the event (i.e. different sub-detectors) or different levels of abstraction (i.e.
from raw information to high level quantities), in a fully transparent way for the final user.
Fully exploiting the ROOT “Friend” concept and the C++ inheritance, it has been possible
to achieve the desired modularity and flexibility: the possibility to upgrade and extend
without a full reprocessing, but also the simplicity of a standard ROOT-ple functionality
(i.e. TTree::Draw()). The file splitting in self-consistent TFile friends allows also a much
more efficient distribution and upgrade of the data to the regional centers of a typical HEP
experiment. It also gives the possibility to download and process only a small section of the
event information, for example for subdetector studies or specific analyses, even on the user
laptop.
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Abstract ID : 402

POSIX and Object Distributed Storage system –
performance Comparison studies and real-life usage
in an experimental data taking context leveraging

OpenStack/Ceph.

Abstract
The STAR online computing environment is an intensive ever-growing system used for
first-hand data collection and analysis. As systems become more sophisticated, they result in
a more detailed dense collection of data output and inefficient limited storage systems have
become an impediment to fast feedback to the online shift crews relying on data processing
at near real-time speed. Motivation for a centrally accessible, scalable and redundant storage
solution was led from an expansion of data growth and user data processing necessity.
However, standard solutions (NAS, SAN . . . GPFS) are “expensive” solutions and it became
clear a balance of affordability and cost effectiveness was needed. Furthermore, the vast
amount of sparse and distributed storage (disk attached to individual nodes) made the
aggregation of the storage an attractive path. Yet, as shift crews are often composed of
novice members sustaining the daily operations, providing a POSIX compliant interface
within a standard namespace was, for this environment, a strong requirement for any retained
solution.
The acquisition of reused hardware has offered STAR an opportunity to deploy a storage
strategy at minimal to no cost. We have analyzed multiple open source object oriented
cloud inspired solutions and a POSIX compliant storage system. Openstack Swift Object
Storage and Ceph Object Storage were put to the test with single and parallel I/O tests
emulating real world scenario for data processing and workflows. The Ceph file system
storage, offering a POSIX compliant file system mounted similar to an NFS share which
maintain owner/group permissions and historical lookup, was of particular interest as aligned
with our requirements and was retained as our solution.
The Ceph storage system will allow scalability and redundancy without user or system
interruption. Initial configuration for user setup is minimal while maintaining security
and data integrity across the entire cluster. A distributed storage system becomes and
interconnected web of machines utilizing load balancing and redundancy, however if a subset
of machines or all machines go down data loss is unlikely to occur. The expansion of a
cloud storage system is trivial and can allow system administrators do add capacity and
load balancing in a complete transparent manner.
In this report, we will review the necessary steps and requirements for our system, tools
leveraged for performance testing and present comparative IO performance results between
Swift and Ceph Object storage approach in similar context as well as a cross comparison of
performance between the Object and POSIX compliant Ceph approaches. We will also discuss
the benefit of a backbone private network for enhanced performance and fast communication
between the distributed storage system components and scalability considerations for Meta-
Data access and report on actual user’s experience in a data taking environment. Finally,
we will also present in great details the essential steps necessary to setup a Ceph storage
cluster, including tweaks and hardware changes made along the way – the recipes we will
present are not always easy to find in the manual and we hope our presentation will serve
well the community’s interest for distributed storage solutions.
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Abstract ID : 405

Open Data and Data Analysis Preservation Services
for LHC Experiments

Abstract
In this paper we present newly launched services for open data and for long-term preservation
and reuse of high-energy-physics data analyses. We follow the “data continuum” practices
through several progressive data analysis phases up to the final publication. The aim is to
capture all digital assets and associated knowledge inherent in the data analysis process for
subsequent generations, and to make a subset available rapidly to the public.
A data analysis preservation pilot study was launched in order to assess the usual workflow
practices in LHC collaborations. Leveraging on synergies between ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and
LHCb experiments, the analysed data was followed through various “analysis train” steps,
from the initial capture and pre-selection of primary data, through several intermediate
selection steps yielding more greatly reduced datasets, up to the final selection of N-tuples
used for producing high-level plots appearing in scientific journal publications. Most of the
analysis chain is kept strictly restricted within a given collaboration; only the final plots,
presentations and papers are usually made public. It is therefore essential to handle access
rights and embargo periods as part of the data life cycle.
The study revealed many similarities between collaborations, even though the variety of
different practices existing in different groups within the collaborations make it hard to
reproduce an analysis at a later time in a uniform way. One recurring problem underlined
by the study was to ensure an efficient “knowledge capture” related to user code when the
principal author of an analysis (e.g. a PhD student) leaves the collaboration later.
The pilot solution has been prototyped using the Invenio digital library platform which
was extended with several data-handling capabilities. The aim was to preserve information
about datasets, the underlying OS platform and the user software used to study it. The
configuration parameters, the high-level physics information such as physics object selection,
and any necessary documentation and discussions are optionally being recorded alongside the
process as well. The metadata representation of captured assets uses the MARC bibliographic
standard which had to be customised and extended in relation to specific analysis-related
fields. The captured digital assets are being minted with Digital Object Identifiers, ensuring
later referencability and citability of preserved data and software. Connectors were built in
the platform to large-scale data storage systems (CASTOR, EOS, Ceph). In addition, to
facilitate information exchange among concerned services, further connectors were built to
the internal information management systems of LHC experiments (e.g. CMS CADI), to
the discussion platforms (e.g. TWiki, SharePoint), and to the final publication servers (e.g.
CDS, INSPIRE) used in the process. Finally, the platform draws inspiration from the Open
Archival Information System (OAIS) recommended practices in order to ensure long-term
preservation of captured assets.
The ultimate goal of the analysis preservation platform is to capture enough information
about the process in order to facilitate reproduction of an analysis even many years after its
initial publication, permitting to extend the impact of preserved analyses through future
revalidation and recasting services.
A related “open data” service was launched for the benefit of the general public. The LHC
experimental collaborations are committed to make their data open after a certain embargo
period. Moreover, the collaborations also release simplified datasets for the general public
within the framework of the international particle physics masterclass program. The primary
and reduced datasets that the collaborations release for public use are being collected within
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the CERN Open Data portal service, allowing any physicist or general data scientist to
access, explore, and further study the data on their own.
The CERN Open Data portal offers several high-level tools which help to visualise and work
with the data, such as an interactive event display permitting to visualise CMS detector
events on portal web pages, or a basic histogram plotting interface permitting to create live
plots out of CMS reduced datasets. The platform guides high-school teachers and students
to online masterclasses to further explore the data and improve their knowledge of particle
physics. A considerable part of the CERN Open Data portal was therefore devoted to
attractive presentation and ease-of-use of captured data and associated information.
The CERN Open Data platform not only offers datasets and live tools to explore them, but
it also preserves the software tools used to analyse the data. It notably offers the download
of Virtual Machine images permitting users to start their own working environment in order
to further explore the data; for this the platform uses CernVM based images prepared by
the collaborations. Moreover, the CERN Open Data platform preserves examples of user
analysis code, illustrating how the general public could write their own code to perform
further analyses.
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Abstract ID : 411

ROOT 6 and beyond: TObject, C++14 and many
cores.

Abstract
Following the release of version 6, ROOT has entered a new area of development. It will
leverage the industrial strength compiler library shipping in ROOT 6 and its support of the
C++11/14 standard, to significantly simplify and harden ROOT’s interfaces and to clarify
and substantially improve ROOT’s support for multi-threaded environments.
This talk will also recap the most important new features and enhancements in ROOT in
general, focusing on those allowed by the improved interpreter and better compiler support,
including I/O for smart pointers, easier type safe access to the content of TTrees and
enhanced multi processor support.
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Abstract ID : 443

Engineering the CernVM-FileSystem as a High
Bandwidth Distributed Filesystem for Auxiliary

Physics Data

Abstract

Fermilab has several physics experiments including NOvA, MicroBooNE, and the Dark
Energy Survey that have computing grid-based applications that need to read from a shared
set of data files. We call this type of data Auxiliary data to distinguish it from (a) Event
data which tends to be different for every job, and (b) Conditions data which tends to
be the same for each job in a batch of jobs. Conditions data also tends to be relatively
small per job (100s of Megabytes) where both Event data and Auxiliary data are larger
per job (Gigabytes), but unlike Event data, Auxiliary data comes from a limited working
set (10s to 100s of Gigabytes) of shared files. Since there is some sharing of the Auxiliary
data, it appeared at first that the CernVM-Filesystem (CVMFS) infrastructure built for
distributing software to the grid would also be the best way to distribute Auxiliary data.
However, because grid jobs tend to be started in large batches running the same code, the
software distribution use case of CVMFS has a very high cache hit ratio, so the bandwidth
requirements on the per-site http proxy caches (squids) is quite low. As a result those proxy
caches have been engineered with relatively low bandwidth, and they are easily overwhelmed
by Auxiliary data with its relatively low cache hit ratio. A new approach was needed.
We are taking advantage of a CVMFS client feature called “alien cache” to cache data on
site-local high-bandwidth data servers that were engineered for storing Event data. This
site-shared cache replaces caching CVMFS files on both the worker node local disks and on
the site-local squids. We have tested this alien cache with the dCache NFSv4.1 interface,
Lustre, and Hadoop-FS-fuse, and found that they all perform well. In addition, we use
high-bandwidth data servers at central sites to perform the CVMFS Stratum 1 function
instead of the low-bandwidth web servers deployed for the CVMFS software distribution
function. We have tested this using the dCache http interface. As a result, we have an
end-to-end high-bandwidth widely distributed caching read-only filesystem, using existing
client software already widely deployed to grid worker nodes and existing file servers already
widely installed at grid sites. Files are published in a central place and are soon available
on demand throughout the grid and cached locally on the site with a convenient POSIX
interface. This paper discusses the details of the architecture and reports performance
measurements.
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Abstract ID : 477

High performance data analysis via coordinated
caches

Abstract
With the second run period of the LHC, high energy physics collaborations will have to face
increasing computing infrastructural needs. Opportunistic resources are expected to absorb
many computationally expensive tasks, such as Monte Carlo event simulation. This leaves
dedicated HEP infrastructure with an increased load of analysis tasks that in turn will need
to process an increased volume of data. In addition to storage capacities, a key factor for
future computing infrastructure is therefore input bandwidth available per core.
Modern data analysis infrastructure relies on one of two paradigms: data is kept on dedicated
storage and accessed via network or distributed over all compute nodes and accessed locally.
Dedicated storage allows data volume to grow independently of processing capacities, whereas
local access allows processing capacities to scale linearly. However, with the growing data
volume and processing requirements, HEP will require both of these features.
For enabling adequate user analyses in the future, the KIT CMS group is merging both
paradigms: High-throughput data is spread over a local disk layer on compute nodes,
while any data is available from an arbitrarily sized background storage. This concept is
implemented as a pool of distributed caches, which are loosely coordinated by a central
service. A Tier 3 prototype cluster is currently being set up for performant user analyses of
both local and remote data.
The contribution will discuss the current topology of computing resources available for HEP
user analyses. Based on this, an overview on the KIT CMS analysis cluster design and
implementation is presented. Finally, operational experience in terms of performance and
reliability is presented.
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Abstract ID : 498

Architecture of a new data taking and analysis
infrastructure and services for the next generation

detectors of Petra3 at DESY

Abstract
Data taking and analysis infrastructures in HEP have evolved during many years to a well
known problem domain. In contrast to HEP, third generations synchrotron light sources,
existing and upcoming free electron laser are confronted an explosion in data rates which is
primarily driven by recent developments in 2D pixel array detectors. The next generation
will produce data in the region upwards of 50 Gbytes per second. At synchrotrons, data
was traditionally taken away by users following data taking using portable media. This will
clearly not scale at all.
We present first experiences of our new architecture and services underlying by results taken
from the resumption of data taking in March 2015. Technology choices were undertaking
over a period of twelve month. The work involved a close collaboration between central IT,
beamline controls, and beamline support staff. In addition a cooperation was established
between DESY IT and IBM to include industrial research and development experience and
skills.
In technological terms the next generation detectors exceeds current generations in order
of magnitudes by data volume, -rate as well as complexity at an exponential growth. We
are challenging unpredictable data access demands, computing platform and OS version
integration (i.e. Windows), but still requiring acceptable bandwidth for DAQ rate at the
final storage system.
Our approach integrates HPC technologies for storage systems and protocols. In particular,
our solution uses a single filesystem instance with a multiple protocol access, while operating
within a single namespace - ubiquitous NFS & SMB access to same repository. We are
targeting a system supporting distributed parity, decent erasure codes - to allow very fast
rebuilds and a high availability level for the capacity disk based resources, multiple cluster,
asynchronous file replication, high speed networking - Infiniband FDR & 10/40GE Ethernets,
storage class memory (SSD & FlashDIMM) to run the high IOPS burst buffering layer
within the architecture.
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